Do The Write Thing

The way that violence has affected my life is it has made me terrified living in my environment. The reason I stated it was terrifying because of the pain I have seen others go through within the environment. The power of violence does not engage anything instead it makes it harder for others and outs them to tears. Violence has made people not report any issues because it has destroyed their ability for others to share their stories. I would love to have my own views by writing how violence affected my life and my views on society. I will like to talk about my experience, which is base on an incident that happened while I was living in an apartment, complex with my family. What is violence? Violence is behavior involving physical force intended to hurt, damage, or kill someone or something. The thing that had happened to was a big argument from my upstairs neighbors and it was very late in the night. I heard a lot of screaming there was unusual faces that I had never seen before I got very terrified and went into my room. My family did not know what to do so they decided we turn off all the lights and act like there was none home. After all that had happened that day it was on the news the next day so that meant it was very serious. The months past by fall, winter, spring, then came summer the streets were quite we were glad that we did not have to experience something like that again. I have not forgotten that day it feels like it was just yesterday.

Youth violence is caused by several factors such as the media, substance abuse, gangs, poor family environment, like I had experienced and also broken homes, poverty, and weapons. I would like to share a quote from Mahatma Gandhi-I objective to violence because when it appears to do good only temporary the evil it does is permanent. The last example for the cause of youth violence is the choices that we contribute to the feature like to say you can change for the hatefulness for violence because if you don’t it will lead you to a dark hole that you can never get your self out of. The choice to change can help you to a whole different direction to a better feature. Most likely youth violence should not be something kids should think about doing or even anybody.

The things I would do for youth violence is try my best to do everything for the risk of others lives. The first thing I would do is get a contribution from my fellow community to start a campaign that can lead to an end of youth violence. I would also like to start a program that can give others the skills to start to relate with others in a comfortable environments. Anther thing I would do is teach others about moderation and “middle ground” because I was thought about it and would love for others to know about it. I would inspire people like me to enroll in programs so they can keep out of trouble. The kids that don’t try there best to be successful in the feature will not get good opportunities in life to be somebody. The last thing I would like to say that can really make a change about youth violence is get everyone together that has seen sorrow in the re lives and come together as Martin Luther King made us come together as one and make peace to each other. Another quote from Winston church hill “there is nothing wrong with change, is its in the right direction. Those are some of my examples of how I would love
to share to others and inspire the kids of the future to become one as brothers and sisters and live ordinary lives. An accept peace to touch the hearts of others that were heart ion the pass so we can start a new begin.